The Center for Military/Academic Transition and Health (CMATH) can help veterans transition between service, deployment, and civilian/college life. Confidential tele-mental health services are available, as well as transitional educational materials. This service is available to WIU students as well as to Community Veterans. Tele-mental health evaluation and treatment is provided at the CMATH Office through secure video conferencing between the Veteran and healthcare providers/counselors from the Veterans Health Administration at Iowa City.

CENTER FOR MILITARY/ACADEMIC TRANSITION AND HEALTH (CMATH)
WIU CAMPUS, SEAL HALL, ROOM 214
1 UNIVERSITY CIRCLE
MACOMB, IL. 61455
CMATH OFFICE PHONE: 309-298-3697
APPOINTMENT LINE (Iowa City): 319-688-3405

The Center for Military/Academic Transition and Health is made available through the Iowa City VA Healthcare System, the Central Region of the Office of Rural Health, and the Beu Health Center at Western Illinois University.